IMPORTANT NOTE
Applications are required from all individuals participating in a Conference. This applies to the Chair and Vice-Chair, Discussion Leaders, Speakers, Poster Participants and Potential Conferees.

Deadline for Receipt of Applications is September 25, 2009.

Please return to:
Dr Jean-Pierre Taran
ONERA
29 Avenue de la Division Leclerc
92320 Châtillon
France
Fax +33 1 46734177, email: taran@onera.fr
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Please check:

Affiliation?  Academic Institution __  Government Agency __  Industrial Corporation __
Discussion Leader __  Speaker __  Attendee __  Poster Presenter __

Your Position?  Graduate Student __  Postdoc __  Research Scientist __  Professor __
Research Director __  Program Manager __  Other __

Are you personally involved in research activities in the subject area of the Conference? Yes __ No __
How many papers have you published during the past 3 years in the subject area of the Conference?

Applications are referred to the Conference Chair. Following the Chair's acceptance, the registration card will be sent to you. Please complete it and return it immediately with payment of the Fixed Fee.

The recording of lectures and the photography of slide material are prohibited. Printed reference to Aerospace Thematic Workshops papers and discussions is not permitted. Authors are requested to omit references to this conference in any publication. Guests are not permitted to attend the conference lectures and discussion sessions. Each member of the Conference agrees to these regulations when registration is accepted.
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